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Abstract

IAEA-CRP on Radiation Doses in Diagnostic Radiology and Methods for Dose Reduction has been participated
by some Asian and East European countries. Indonesia is one of participants that followed the IAEA program.
This paper is not disscuss of CRP-results since it will be published on TECDOC soon. But the work on
evaluation of examination frequencies, film reject rate analysis, patient dose measurements, image quality before
and after Quality Control (QC) and QC itself gave some experiences to investigator to be explored and presented.
Experiences could be in form of problems, how to solve problems and some suggestions. Started from no QC up
to complicated QC to be face on conventional radiography to CT-scan and fluoroscopy units. These valuable
experiences of Indonesia are proven exercise of IAEA-CRP as a good start for next CRP or national projects in
diagnostic radiology.

1. Introduction

The Indonesia as a developing country with population of more than 200 million people have
many problems on radiology diagnostic services. It is not only facilities, but also human
resources to serve of about 100 million people if approximately 50 percent of population
occupy this health service. The number of x-ray diagnostic machines nationally is only about
1197 units that spread to the whole country which have of about 5000 islands. Quality of
services is very important one to success the aim of diagnoses.

Two well known International agencies that concern radiological health care all over the world
are World Health Organization (WHO) and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
WHO activities on radiological health care for Member states assist in developing a policy of
services through publication, experts adviser and training for increase knowledge and skill
human resources [1]. On the other hand, IAEA seek to accelerate and enlarge the contribution
of atomic energy to peace, health and prosperity through the world [2]. Indonesia as a Member
of both WHO and IAEA, is always participated their activities.

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) published recommendation
concerning the radiation protection in diagnostic radiology is an ideal concept that it is not a
simply practical implementation. Optimization needs more efforts to success radiation
protection in diagnostic radiology that is more attention on daily practices.

A Coordinated Research Program (CRP) on assessment of radiation doses in diagnostic
radiology and studying methods for reduction was firstly started in IAEA Member States in
cooperation with the Commission of the European Communities (CEC) [3]. A second CRP-
IAEA that Indonesia is one of the nine Asian country regionally participated on Radiation
Doses in Diagnostic Radiology and Methods for Dose Reduction Project. There were two
phases to complete the project, which were Conventional radiography for the first phase and
Flouroscopy and CT-scan for the second.

IAEA-CRP is International Atomic Energy Agency-Coordinated Research Project.
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The Technical Assistance (TA) has been planned to develop quality assurance program on
medical application of ionizing radiation nationally, especially in diagnostic radiology. A
scenario has planned on 1993 to develop a quality assurance program as required for
radiodiagnostic examination in Indonesia for some hospitals. The action plan of the idea was
performed through technical cooperation of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The
National Workshop on Quality Assurance and Radiation Protection in Diagnostic Radiology
was dedicated to radiologist, radiographers and medical phycisists on 1994. The workshop
was organized by our institution joint with Radiologist's society and one of the hospitals that
participated on the project. Introducing and understanding of radiation protection optimization
in diagnostic radiology has been given on lectures by some international experts. Practical
sessions were also organized on the last day of five day's workshop.

2. Basic understanding of the project

It is necessary to participants of the CRP's to understand the main objective of project,
especially for investigators. Fundamental basis of radiation protection in diagnostic radiology
on The International Basic Safety Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and for
the Safety of Sources (BSS) needs more elaborations. Optimization of radiation protection by
means a quality assurance program a.nd dose reduction methods is also necessary to elaborate
practically for them. Thinking separately of dose reduction to patients without inherently
improvement of image quality is not satisfactory for optimization in protection radiation.
However, this is not simple to be implemented on daily practices.

3. Selection of hospitals

The project should participate one major hospital and three satellite hospitals. Before choosing
hospitals that participated the project, investigators should have data for number of patients,
type of examination - projection and facilities those hospitals. Unless the project will not
complete as the schedule time.

• Number of patients and type of examinations

Eight x-ray projections that selected on the project were chest PA and lateral, LS-AP, LSJ (L5-
Sl) lateral, pelvis AP, skull Pa and lateral. Problems arrive from number of patients. Each
hospital has own number of patients, as an example the major hospital recorded daily
minimum and maximum patients for chest PA respectively were 34 and 71 patients. While the
satellite hospital, 10 and 30 patients for daily minimum and maximum patients respectively. It
was seen that the daily maximum number of patients at satellite hospital to be the daily
minimum number of patients of the major hospital. This number affects to percentage of reject
film statistically. Next experience was founded when evaluation to be done for limited (less) -
not many patients (examination) such as skull PA on the satellite hospital and LS lateral for
the other satellite hospital.

The above problems were not only for film reject analysis, but also for patient dosimetry
measurements. To complete 10 patients of weight 65± 10 kg to 8 type examination may be
require more than scheduled time. So that, some satellite hospitals could not complete and
continued for patient dose measurements, moreover it will be automatically a evaluation of
image quality problem.
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It seems that the number of patients and type of examination (8 x-ray projections) for he first
phase of IAEA-CRP could not perfectly be completed on the schedule time as it was planned
before. Three satellite hospitals were targeted to participate and complete the IAEA-CRP, two
hospitals were dropped. It was just because of limited the number of patients for some type
examinations. Solution could be done by choosing satellite hospitals on the other city to get
enough number of patients of some type examinations, like Bandung, Semarang or Surabaya
cities. However, the other problems will occur from transportation and coordination when the
action plan to be implementation.

Next experiences happened when second phase project started. Selection of hospitals on the
first phase based on feasibility study of conventional radiography. The hospitals that
participated on first phase, it would be possible to continue their participation on second
phase. Actually, fiuoroscopy units on the hospitals that participated on first phase were not as
many as required. Alternative hospital should be participated to fulfil the second phase of
project. Since difficulties on the target of patient weight on the first phase, so the second phase
patient weight was lowered to be 60± 10 kg. Due to limited patients on CT chest examination
and standard QC CT-phantom, Indonesia could not complete this part.

• Facilities and equipment used

Number of patient consideration when choosing hospitals is not enough without take account
facilities - equipment used on hospitals. Minimum performance criteria of the facilities and
equipment should be have to success the IAEA-CRP. Choosing facilities - equipment to be
used for IAEA-CRP will affect to daily schedule hospitals if unusual facilities alter their
functions, such as a x-ray unit used to LS examination than change of function to chest
examinations.

Problems come out after the units were evaluated for QC. The condition of unit is less
possible to get good image and low doses, such as not possible to reach high kVp and the
stability of unit. This is happened at major hospital. By this experience, minimum requirement
of facilities and equipment should be identified before IAEA-CRP to be done. These are not
only performances of facilities and equipment, but also the possibility to increase image
quality and to minimize doses.

TLD reader as a basic equipment of patient dose measurements could not work perfectly.
Unfortunately, it could not be repaired soon. That was happened for 4 months. New reader
was prepared to solve this problem. Meaning that on this IAEA-CRP, two TLD readers were
used. Another experience according to TLD was loss TLD materials, since it were brought by
patients. Two problems come out for dose patient measurement of fiuoroscopy examination,
one from limited of patient number then second from dosemeter. Patient dose measurement of
fiuoroscopy examinations is dependent on Dose Area Product (DAP) dosemeter.

4. Conclusion

IAEA-CRP need more efforts, such as understanding of concept as the whole, feasibility study
of condition participants (number of patients, type of examinations, facilities and equipment
used) that carry the project. Project like IAEA-CRP on Radiation Protection in Diagnostic
Radiology practically is not simple to be implemented to whole hospitals nationally. This
experience might be useful for institutions or organizations that offers grants. Support from
government or such international organizations is very helpful to run quality control program.
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